NEW GENERATION
CEMENT LIQUID
SCREED
Your ideal choice for commercial,
residential and self-build projects.

RTU is a leading construction and building
materials supplier in Northern Ireland of
concrete, mortar, plaster and screed.
We are the first choice supplier for leading
architects, construction companies,
builders and the self-build sector.







Quality

Productivity

Lab Technology

Our measure of excellence
is to ensure we exceed the
needs of our customers
and the requirements of
the marketplace, in every
product and touchpoint.

We infuse our products and
services with the knowledge
that our customers require a
construction process, that is
both streamline and compliant.

RTU doesn’t just sell products
- we manufacture them.
Everything starts in our modern
laboratory and is developed
through science and research.







Expert Consultation

Customer Service

Trained Installation

Our team has extensive
knowledge and the
experience to rise to the
challenges our customers face
with project-specific solutions.

From the first contact through
to aftercare, our unrivalled
customer experience provides
seamless logistics, hassle-free
delivery and peace-of-mind.

From our approved and trusted
network - who better to install
our products than someone
who has undergone specific
training in how to do so?

DIVERSE
Ultracem® is our portland cement-based, pump-applied
liquid floor screed incorporating IntegraCure. This
revolutionary development creates a standout product that
removes the need for a curing agent to be sprayed and
allows for a much less laborious installation process.
Ultracem® excels due to its fast track qualities,
and the speed and ease of install compared
to other liquid floor screeds and traditional
sand:cement screeds. The integrity of Ultracem®,
like its sister-product Ultraflo®, is transformative
for the commercial and residential construction
sectors with significant benefits delivered to the
project build, the install and the finished floor.
The sheer diversity of Ultracem® makes it the
ideal liquid floor screed solution, highlighted
by its compatibility with all standard floor
coverings. Not only is Ultracem® suitable for wet
areas, but our innovative product also ensures
unrivalled thermal conductivity levels and fast
heat response times with underfloor heating.

Perfect for:

 Tiles
 Wood
 Carpet

 Vinyl
 Wet Areas

AGILE
Due to its liquid form,
Ultracem® is easier to apply
with the reduced depth
requirement enabling
installation of 1000m³ per day.
Compared to traditional sand:cement
screeds, the thinner application required by
Ultracem® increases drying times, significantly
enhancing on-site productivity.
As a product that is both self-levelling and
less voluminous, the installation of Ultracem®
requires less personnel and can reduce
the timescales on building projects.

EFFICIENT
Ultracem® is installed
by trained and skilled
contractors who have
extensive experience with
liquid floor screeds.
RTU counters our customers’ challenges by
offering project-specific solutions that ensure
hassle-free delivery and peace of mind.
Our experienced team will provide expert
consultation, seamless logistics and excellent
customer service at every stage of the process.

Contact our team:
Tel: 028 9085 1441
sales@rtu.co.uk
www.rtu.co.uk
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